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Path-reversed Auger electron and photoelectron diffraction
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We propose a method for the computer simulation of Auger electron and photoelectron diffraction patterns
by evaluating the amplitude of propagation paths from the detector to the electron-emitting source, justified by
Helmholtz’s reciprocity principle. The method offers significant computational advantages over previous
schemes, and suggests an easy extension to enable the calculation of a structure-perturbation tensor for rapid
crystallographic parameter variation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The techniques of Auger electron diffraction~AED! and
photoelectron diffraction~PED! have received increased in
terest in the past decade or so due to a number of signifi
developments. One is the increasing availability of thi
generation synchrotron radiation sources, which greatly
cilitate the measurements of such patterns. Another is
development of holographic and other methods for rec
structing directly from the diffraction patterns, the local cry
tallography around the emitter atoms close to the surfac
the sample.1

Methods of simulating such diffraction patterns take on
great importance for the verification of structural mode
whether suggested by chemical intuition or one of the m
ern direct methods. In general, these simulation techniq
require the calculation of the multiple scattering of the Aug
electron or photoelectron from its point of emission to t
detector.

One of the advantages of AED and PED over stand
crystallographic techniques is not only their chemical sel
tivity, but also that the short inelastic-scattering length of
emitted electrons makes such diffraction patterns sens
only to the short-range order of the atoms in the vicinity
emitters close to the surface. This enlarges the scope of
techniques beyond highly ordered surfaces.

Current methods for performing such calculations may
classified into two broad classes: those in which the sca
ers are modeled by a local cluster of atoms around an em
atom,2,3 as is most convenient for systems that lack lon
range order, and the so-calledslab method,4 which assumes
two-dimensional~2D! periodicity parallel to the surface. Th
latter employs the computational machinery of low-ene
electron diffraction ~LEED!,5 enables the inclusion of a
much larger number of atomic scatterers, and allows fo
natural incorporation of refraction boundary conditions at
surface.6 Further, in common with the concentric-shell clu
ter method3 the multiple-scattering paths in the slab calcu
tions are summed to infinite order, and are thus fully co
verged.

The purpose of the present paper is to point out the
vantages of an elegant alternative formalism, based on
reciprocity principle, first enunciated for optics by Helm
holtz. This principle states that the detected amplitude
point B, of a unit signal from a source at a point A, is equ
0163-1829/2001/64~7!/075411~4!/$20.00 64 0754
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to that detected at A due to a unit signal from a source a
It has been pointed out by, e.g., Bilhornet al.7 that the same
principle applies to electron propagation. The result is in
pendent of the details of the potential between the t
points. It holds even if the potential is taken to be complex
represent the effects of inelastic scattering.

II. CONVENTIONAL THEORY

In theories of electron scattering from surfaces, this id
has previously been exploited for valence-ba
photoemission,8,9 high-resolution electron energy los
spectroscopy,10,11 diffuse LEED,12 and tensor LEED.13 Yet,
surprisingly, to date it has not been employed for the cal
lation of core-level photoelectron diffraction. In this pap
we demonstrate that there are several important advant
to the computation of the path-reversed process of the b
propagation of a photoelectron from the position of a dist
detector to that of the emitting atom compared to the phy
cal process of propagation from the emitter to the detect

We begin by considering the case of atomic core-le
PED. The wave function of a photoelectron initially emitte
by an atoms after its excitation from an atomic core sta
fs,c(r 8) by ~an electromagnetic! perturbationD may be writ-
ten

c~r 9;E!5E Ga
1~r 9,r 8;E!D~r 8!fs,c~r 8!dr 8, ~1!

wherer 8 andr 9 are position vectors~referred to an origin at
the atom center for convenience! and Ga

1(r 9,r 8;E) is the
retarded atomic Green function of the excited photoelect
of energyE. On a muffin-tin model of the crystal, where th
interstitial potential inside the solid is represented by a r
part V0r and an imaginary oneV0i , the atomic Green func-
tion may be written~in Hartree atomic units!:

Ga
1~r 9,r 8;E!52 ik in(

lm
Rl

1~r . ;E!Ylm~ r̂ 9!

3Rl~r , ;E!Ylm* ~ r̂ 8!, ~2!

wherekin5A2(E2V0r2 iV0i) is the electron wave numbe
in the intersitial regions,R andR1 are regular and irregula
solutions of the radial Schro¨dinger equation for the atomic
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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potential,Y represents a spherical harmonic, andl andm are
the azimuthal and magnetic quantum numbers, respectiv
Substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~1! and noting thatRl

1 matches
onto hl

(1)(kinr 9)exp(idl) at the muffin-tin radius~whereh(1)

is a Hankel function of the first kind, andd and atomic phase
shift! we note that the wave function~1! may be written

c~r 9;E!52 ik in(
lm

Ms,lm,chl
~1!~kinr 9!Ylm~ r̂ 9!exp~ id l !,

~3!

beyond the range of the atomic potential, where

Ms,lm,c~E!5E Rl~r 8;E!Ylm* ~ r̂ 8!D~r 8!fs,c~r 8!dr 8 ~4!

is the matrix element for the atomic transition, andfs,c the
wave function of a core electron of atoms.

Traditional methods of calculating photoelectron diffra
tion further propagate this wave through the crystal to j
inside its surface where it is projected into a state

^r uki&5
1

L
exp~ iki•r !d~z2Z! ~5!

characterized by its wave vector component parallel to
surface,ki , z is the component ofr perpendicular to the
surface of the material,Z defines a plane of observation
which may be taken as that of the surface, andL is a linear
dimension of the experimental system. Sinceki is conserved
on the passage of the photoelectron through the surface
an external vacuum, the differential flux~w! per unit solid
angleV of an electron with the same parallel component
wave vector registered at an external detector, may
written6

dw

dV
~ki!5

kout~kz
out!2

~2p!2 L2(
s

uBs~ki ,E!u2, ~6!

where

Bs~ki ,E!5^kiuG1~E!Dufs,c&. ~7!

G1(E) is the complete propagator of the photoelectron fr
the excited atom to the detector,kout5A2E is the wave num-
ber of the electron outside the sample, andkz

out

@5A(kz
out)22ki

2# its component perpendicular to the surfac
Note that the termL2 in Eq. ~6! is cancelled by the factors o
1/L from the state~5! in the matrix elementBs , and hence
the differential flux~6! is independent ofL.

III. PATH-REVERSED FORMALISM

In developing a path-reversed formulation, note first t
one may expandBs(ki ,E) as

E E dr 8 dr ^kiur &^r uG1~E!ur 8&D~r 8!^r 8ufs,c&. ~8!

Now reversing the position indices of the propaga
G(1)(E) ~as justified by the reciprocity principle! and rear-
ranging terms, we may rewrite this as
07541
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E dr 8F E dr ^r 8uG~1 !~E!ur &^r u2ki&GD~r 8!^r 8ufs,c&.

~9!

The term within square brackets above may be thought o
the wave function at the site of the photoemitting atoms
due to the backpropagation through the crystal of a pa
reversed plane wave from the source

^r u2ki&5
1

L
exp~2ki•r !d~z2Z! ~10!

at the surface of the sample. Before an encounter with an
the scattering atoms, this wave may be written

^r uG1~E!u2ki&5
i

2kz
inL

exp~2 ik "r !, ~11!

wherekz
in5A(kin)22ki

2 is the component ofkin perpendicu-
lar to the surface. This may be regarded as a plane wav
amplitude (i /2kzL) incident on the sample. Its subseque
scattering and propagation is exactly like a LEED electron
that incident amplitude.14 According to LEED theory, after
backpropagation through the crystal, the final wave funct
incident on the originalphotoemitter smay be written

^r 9uG1~E!u2ki&5
i

2kz
inL (

lm
As,lm~2ki! j l~kinr 9!Ylm~ r̂ 9!

5
i

2kz
inL (

lm
~2 !mAs,l 2m~2ki!

3 j l~kinr 9!Ylm* ~ r̂ 9!. ~12!

The amplitudesAs,lm(2ki) are, for example, specifically
calculated by theTLEED1 program of Rous and Pendry15 at
each inequivalent substrate atoms. The subsequent elasti
scattering of the wave function~12! by the photoemitting
atom adds an extra termt lhl

(1)(kr 9) to the spherical Besse
function j l(kr 9) ~where t l is an element of the scatteringt
matrix of the atom!. The resulting radial wave function
matches onto exp(idl)Rl(r8;E), whereRl is the same regula
solution to the radial Schro¨dinger equation inside the muffin
tin radius as in Eq.~4!. Consequently, from Eq.~9! we see
that

Bs~ki ,E!5E dr 8^r 8uG~1 !~E!u2ki&D~r 8!^r 8ufs,c&

5
i

2kz
inL (

lm
~2 !mAs,l 2m~2ki!exp~ id l !

3E dr 8 Rl~r 8,E!Ylm* ~ r̂ 8!D~r 8!fs,c~r 8!

5
i

2kz
inL (

lm
~2 !m exp~ id l !As,l 2m~2ki!Mlm,c~E!

~13!

and the angle-resolved differential flux at a PED detec
follows by substituting Eq.~13! into Eq. ~6!.
1-2
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Almost exactly the same arguments hold for AED, exc
of course that the photoemission matrix elementMs,lm,c(E)
is replaced by thatQs,lm,c(E) for Auger emission, wherec
now stands for the set of three intermediate energy level
an Auger process, and the energyE of the emitted electron is
now determined by just those energy levels, and not tha
the exciting radiation. In addition, in AED, the different a
gular momentum components of the emitted electrons
assumed to be mutually incoherent.16 Thus, the angle-
resolved differential flux in AED may be written

dw

dV
~ki!5

kout

4~2p!2 S kz
out

kz
in D 2

(
s,lm

uAs,l 2mQs,lm,c~E!u2.

~14!

IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISON
WITH EXPERIMENT

We will describe practical calculations for PED in a futu
paper. Here we present the results of simulating some w
known AED patterns, which became something of acause
célèbre in the early 1990’s during a brief controversy abo
their interpretation. Franket al.17,18 had proposed a classica
blocking and shadowing model to interpret these patte
but subsequent work19 showed that a full quantum
mechanical multiple-scattering calculation reproduced
experimental patterns much better than the classical sca
ing models.17,18 Perhaps of greater importance was the f
that this focused attention on the significantly different ch
acter of low-energy AED ~and PED! patterns
~,approximately 500 eV! in comparison with correspondin
high-energy ones~.approximately 500 eV!. As an example
of the former, we consider the 64 eVM2,3VV AED pattern
from a Cu~001! surface, and as for the latter the 914 e
L2,3VV one from the same surface.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate simulations by our path-rever
formalism of the 64 and 914-eV AED patterns, respective
In each case, the left-hand column shows the experime
pattern measured by Franket al.,18 while the other columns
show the simulated patterns due to Auger electrons em
07541
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into thes, p, d, f, andg angular momentum channels~l 50, 1,
2, 3, and 4, respectively!. That is, these patterns were sim
lated by Eq.~14! with a single value ofl in the summation,
and where the values of the matrix elementsQlm,c are as-
sumed to be equal for differentm’s, corresponding to a given
l.

The simulations of the low-energy~64 eV! AED pattern
~Fig. 1! of different emitted angular momentum channels a
very different, and a mere visual inspection clearly indica
that only thef-wave pattern has any significant agreeme
with experiment.

In contrast, the high-energy~914 eV! Auger patterns of
Fig. 2 are all dominated by strongforward-scattering20 fea-
tures close to the projections of atomic rows due to
strongly forward-peaked atomic scattering factors at such
ergies. Although the variation of the patterns withl are much
smaller, a careful study of the simulated patterns indica
that the one due to thef-wave emitter agrees best with ex
periment.

Both sets of results are consistent with the select
rules19 for these particular Auger transitions, which sugge
that the matrix elementsQlm,c with l 53 dominate over all
others. Also, a comparison of the computer simulated p
terns of Figs. 1 and 2 with those of Chen, Harp, and Sald19

simulated by the concentric shell algorithm, shows rema
able agreement despite the radical differences between
algorithms.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We draw attention to a significant advantage of the pa
reversed formalism over any of the previous methods.
cases, such as those illustrated here, where AED or P
patterns are formed by a superposition of those due to a l
number of inequivalent emitters, the previous ‘‘tim
forward’’ methods require a separate multiple-scattering c
culation for each emitter. In contrast, in our path-revers
calculation, a single LEED multiple-scattering calculatio
gives theAs,l 2m coefficients for all inequivalent emitterss.
Hence the task of generating the entire AED or PED patt
FIG. 1. Simulations by our path-reversed method of 64 eV AED patterns from a Cu~001! surface for different angular momentum
channels~s, p, d, f, g, andh! of the emitted Auger electron. Also shown is the corresponding experimentalM2,3VV AED pattern reproduced
from the paper of Franket al. ~Ref. 18!.
1-3
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FIG. 2. The same as Fig. 1, except that the diffraction patterns are those of 914 eVL2,3VV Auger electrons, also as measured by Fra
et al. ~Ref. 18!.
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is a simple matter of summing terms of the form~13! or ~14!
for each emitter, where all quantities are computed in
single pass of the algorithm. This could potentially speed
such calculations by an order of magnitude or more.

One of the drawbacks of using AED or PED to accurat
determine crystallographic parameters is the lack, up to
present, of a widely available scheme, such as the te
LEED method,15 for rapidly simulating the diffraction pat
terns of a large number of closely related structures. Cru
elements in the construction of thisstructure perturbation
tensor are the very amplitudesAs,lm that form the center-
piece of our present method. This provides a very conven
, Z
J

.
.

le
. J

J.

u

, J
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framework for the incorporation of future tensor-LEED typ
enhancements to allow AED and PED to reach their f
potential as~chemically selective! techniques for surface
crystallography.
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